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CDEdit is a small software application whose purpose is to help you design front, back and inside CD covers using custom text
and images from your personal collection. Clean layout The GUI looks pretty intuitive and provides support for multiple tabs
for helping you set up text, image and color parameters for the front, back, and inside CD, as well as CD label. The cover can
be previewed directly in the main window, and you can also check out all the adjustments applied to it. Zooming in or out of
the design is possible. CDEdit comes with support for a built-in wizard, which can be used by less experienced users, in order
to create CD covers. Advanced users may skip this step and configure the process on their own. Personalize your CD covers
The program lets you insert user-defined text which can be dragged and dropped to the desired position in the working
environment and customized in terms of font, size, color, rotation angle, and background color. Plus, you can apply a
predefined style to the text, such as CD Title, CD Author, CD Tracks, and CD Information. CDEdit helps you add user-defined
photos, adjust the picture size, and set up the colors for the front, inside, and back cover, left/right spline, round label, and
lines. Other editing functions worth being mentioned enable you to undo your actions, cut, copy, paste or delete items, and
bring objects to the front or send them to the back. You may print the covers or export them to CDE file format and configure
the default text style options. Tests have shown that CDEdit carries out a task quickly and delivers very good output results,
without eating up too much CPU and memory. Bottom line All things considered, CDEdit embeds an essential feature pack for
helping you create CD covers, and is suitable for rookies and professionals alike. for Windows 4.x Summary:CDEdit is a small
software application whose purpose is to help you design front, back and inside CD covers using custom text and images from
your personal collection. Clean layout The GUI looks pretty intuitive and provides support for multiple tabs for helping you set
up text, image and color parameters for the front, back, and inside CD, as well as CD label. The cover can be previewed
directly in the main window, and you can also check out all the adjustments applied to it. Zooming in or out of the design is
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- Editor for CD's and other types of covers. - A simple to use software to create covers. - Extremely user-friendly and has a
great interface. - A lot of options for your covers design. This CD Editor / Cover Create software is just perfect for people who
like to design cover for their CDs. Also, take it as virtual scrapbooking software. It is very easy to use. PLEASE NOTE We do
not claim ownership to any content in our software. The CD Editor / Cover Create software was developed and created by a
different developer. Publisher Version Features: CDEdit Publisher is an efficient software for designing CD and DVD covers,
bottle labels and more, and it combines a user-friendly interface with powerful and complex layout and graphic editing
functions. In addition, it has a unique wizard system that can help you design your covers, even if you are a beginner. Software
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Review: CDEdit Publisher is an advanced product that allows you to create various types of covers. CDEdit Publisher can
easily be used to create professional covers, which is compatible with different printers. You can now create covers in different
resolution and sizes, including custom rasterization for high-resolution CDs. CDEdit Publisher includes a unique wizard system,
which helps you to design covers and other items in a simple and intuitive way. You can use this wizard system to learn all
about CD covers by yourself, even if you are a beginner. CDEdit Publisher's most useful feature is its multiple styles and
effects. You can use them to create your own unique style or to style any CD cover you like. With it, you can create a CD cover
with a title, your name, your company logo, the band logo, and more. Overview of the functionality of CDEdit Publisher:
CDEdit Publisher is a perfect tool that can assist you to create the covers for the CDs. CDEdit Publisher is the most exciting,
creative, powerful software for making your own unique styles. CDEdit Publisher is an efficient software that can easily create
all types of covers: CD, DVD, CD-ROM, 8 Track, Cassette, and more. CDEdit Publisher is compatible with most of the
professional printers. CDEdit Publisher is an advanced and powerful software that offers you a lot of options for you to design
the covers 09e8f5149f
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The CDEditor is software designed to help you design CD covers, using a custom text and image collection you own. Clean
layout The GUI looks intuitive and provides support for multiple tabs, which help you set up text, image and color parameters
for the front, back and inside CD, as well as CD label. You can also preview your design directly in the main window, and
adjust the cover using zoom controls. Zooming out or in enables you to see the full cover. Personalize your CD covers The
program lets you insert user-defined text, which can be dragged and dropped to the desired position in the working
environment, and customized in terms of font, size, color, rotation angle, and background color. Plus, you can apply a
predefined style to the text, such as CD Title, CD Author, CD Tracks, and CD Information. Other editing functions worth
being mentioned include undo, cut, copy, paste or delete objects, and bring items to the front or send them to the back. You
may print the covers or export them to CDE file format and configure default text style options. Test results have shown that
CDEditor carries out a task quickly and delivers very good output results. Summary: This is a very light, quick and useful tool
that will allow you to create and print cd covers. But some limitations are very annoying, which is why it's easy to dismiss this
software. CDEdit comes with support for a built-in wizard, which can be used by less experienced users. Advanced users may
skip this step and configure the process on their own. CDEdit provides us with a simple interface to see how things are going,
by giving us the possibility to preview changes that we have made to the design. Also, we can adjust the CD cover in the main
window. Très bon At some point my computer was corrupted and CDEdit, alas, was not one of the programs that could be
opened. I had it on my hard drive, and about two weeks ago I had an idea to reinstall it. I didn't expect that so many files would
have been overwritten or corrupted because of the failed installation. In the end, it was a good thing: I discovered that the
CDEdit I used to have installed on my computer was a very good and legitimate software. So, I think CDEdit deserves an
official recognition. Très bon You can check your last updates

What's New In?

CDEdit is a small software application whose purpose is to help you design front, back and inside CD covers using custom text
and images from your personal collection. Clean layout The GUI looks pretty intuitive and provides support for multiple tabs
for helping you set up text, image and color parameters for the front, back, and inside CD, as well as CD label. The cover can
be previewed directly in the main window, and you can also check out all the adjustments applied to it. Zooming in or out of
the design is possible. CDEdit comes with support for a built-in wizard, which can be used by less experienced users, in order
to create CD covers. Advanced users may skip this step and configure the process on their own. Personalize your CD covers
The program lets you insert user-defined text which can be dragged and dropped to the desired position in the working
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environment and customized in terms of font, size, color, rotation angle, and background color. Plus, you can apply a
predefined style to the text, such as CD Title, CD Author, CD Tracks, and CD Information. CDEdit helps you add user-defined
photos, adjust the picture size, and set up the colors for the front, inside, and back cover, left/right spline, round label, and
lines. Other editing functions worth being mentioned enable you to undo your actions, cut, copy, paste or delete items, and
bring objects to the front or send them to the back. You may print the covers or export them to CDE file format and configure
the default text style options. Tests have shown that CDEdit carries out a task quickly and delivers very good output results,
without eating up too much CPU and memory. Bottom line All things considered, CDEdit embeds an essential feature pack for
helping you create CD covers, and is suitable for rookies and professionals alike. More downloads from the same developer at
What's New in this Version: Version 6.0 Added a Save Image option. Added a Blackout option. Added a new wizard. Added a
GloGraphics Cover option. Added a CDTrack option. Added an option for the CDL/CDR Label seperation. Added an option
to use the CDL/CDR Label only for the Top Inside or Bottom Inside. Added an option for the Title Label alignment. Added an
option for the Author Label alignment. Added an option
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System Requirements:

Supported OS: Windows - Vista, Windows 7 Processor: AMD: Athlon X2 3800+ Intel: Core 2 Duo E6600 or Phenom X2
Memory: 2GB RAM Graphics: 2GB ATI Radeon 5850 or Nvidia GT640 Hard Drive: 20GB available space Video Card: ATI
Radeon 5850 or Nvidia GT640 How to Install: 1. Download the latest copy of the Flix-ee Player from Flix
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